HOW TO TELL IF YOUR COMMERCIAL MOWER IS SIZED RIGHT FOR YOU

There are three ways to be sure your commercial mower is sized right.

**Deck size**
determines rate of cut, transportation methods and ability to trim in tight quarters. With Bunton you select from 61, 52, 48, 40, 36, 32, 28 and 24 inch cutting widths, each with blade and baffle designs developed specifically to give a high quality cut.

**Engine size**
determines operating and maintenance costs. With a range from 8 hp to 16 hp you won't be stuck with an engine that is too big, or too small. And with Bunton, you can choose 2-cycle or 4-cycle depending on your needs.

**Wheel size**
options allow you to customize your Bunton mower for the terrain you mow. Turf casters are ideal for rougher lawns and easy navigation of ditches. Lawn casters protect the finest lawns where quality is of the highest importance.

Bunton Company believes professionals should be able to specify equipment to fit the job. If you agree, call for information on the largest line of mid-size commercial mowers available.

Bunton builds 'em better.

BUNTON CO.
P.O. Box 33247
Louisville, KY 40232
502/966-0550
Telex: 204-340
GSA No.: GS-07F-13196
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